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Abstract 

The commercial deployment of VoIP necessitates the employment of security mechanisms that can assure 

availability, reliability, confidentiality and integrity. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is considered as the 

dominant signalling protocol for calls over the Internet. SIP, like other Internet protocols, is vulnerable to known 

Internet attacks, while at the same time it introduces new security problems in the VoIP system. This paper lists the 

existing security problems in SIP and provides a brief description, followed by a critical analysis, of the security 

mechanisms it employs. 

Keywords: - SIP Vulnerability, Encryption Algorithm, VOIP exploitation 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Voice over IP (VoIP) is a technology by which voice can be transferred from circuit-switched networks to or over IP 

networks, and vice versa. This is interesting since the amount of voice, video and data traffic is rapidly increasing as 

more and more people get online. This will result in increased need to expand capacity especially in the trunk 

networks. So far the only way to add capacity in the trunk networks has been building a new, additional trunk 

network separately with respect to each media: voice, video and data. The concept of converged networks, i.e. all 

media can be transported via the very same network gives an option to build one unified trunk network to take care 

of increased capacity needs, therefore providing an elegant and low-cost solution. Numerous VoIP products and 

solutions are already available in the market. Products are not yet very interoperable. Everyone seems to be 

interested in getting into this rather new lucrative area of business – a number of product development projects are 

started to create a new VoIP product and almost as many are cancelled [13]. The world does not yet know which of 

all the VoIP related, overlapping standards is going to win. Also the quality of voice in VoIP due to non-guaranteed 

QoS, latency and some other characteristics of IP networks cause troubles. Security of VoIP is considered right from 

the beginning, and parallel with the development in other areas of VoIP. Many security mechanisms are already 

defined in the standards but they also have some flaws and many security problems remain unsolved.End to End 
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encryption architecture for voice over internet protocol. We learn that almost all protocol stack or layers in OSI 

contribute something in network security up to some extent. Here first we discuss the contribution of each layer in 

network security. 

• In physical layer”wiretapping” is implemented, where transmission line enclosed within                 sealed 

tube containing gas at high pressure. If someone cut the cable, the gas released and the pressure inside the 

tube reduces. The alarm in the office starts ringing due to lower pressure. 

• In the data link layer, packet on a point to point line can be encrypted as they leave one router or machine 

and decrypted as they enter another router or machine. This is called link encryption. It is not much secure 

as packets have to be decrypted at each router. So any router may be vulnerable to attack. 

• In network layer, firewall, IPSEC can be implemented 

• In transport layer entire message except IP header can be encrypted at one end and decrypted at another 

end. This is called End to End encryption. It  provide maximum security. 

• Finally in application layer user authentication and non repudiation is implemented. 

In VOIP, voice is sent in the form of packet through existing TCP-IP network. Suppose a user agent1 (UA1) wants 

establish voice session with user agent2 (UA2), there are number of proxy servers between two users for routing 

purpose. Here absence of mutual authentication is seen in most of the message exchanged between proxy and 

client.This lead to attacks like BYE attack, Proxy impersonation, session tears down, SIP cancel attack. Another 

major issues is that message from server to client are sent in plain text format which is very easy to intercept and 

tamper with ,this leading to message tampering attack. Between two users SIP (session initiation protocol) is 

implemented. SIP implies base 64 encoding for securing credential which is very form of encryption. It can be easily 

broken and credential information can be used to launch registration hijacking or deregistration attack and invite 

attack. All these vulnerabilities and attacks affect the quality VOIP call and also affect the end user drastically. The 

inbuilt security mechanism in SIP is the digest authentication scheme the digest scheme is based on challenge 

response mechanism and use base 64 encoding for cryptography.SIP Digest authentication cannot support message 

integrity and confidentiality. It is vulnerable to known Plain text and man in the middle attack. Here it is feasible to 

compute the message credential by launching a brute force attack on the encrypted password.  

                                 We present a new architecture for VOIP communication which consists of a symmetric key 

encryption skin, distribution technique for the key and an architectural design of the network. The entire encryption 

scheme will be used to encrypted the entire SIP message Packet except for the “IO” field in the header, the key 

distribution scheme help transmit the symmetric key securely which will be used as a  session key for latter on 

message exchange. New proposed architecture helps us to achieve an end to end encryption thus overcoming the 

drawback of today’s hop by hop way of encryption VOIP. 
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Fig 1: SIP Session Establishment 

 

2.     Security Requirements for VoIP 

2.1.       Defining the Essence and Key Elements of a VoIP System  

What is VoIP? It is another form of telephony where voice packets are transported by making use of the global 

Internet. Addressing of packets is based on the Internet Protocol (IP). Initial assumption made for the purposes of 

this discussion, is that people using VoIP have, at least, similar basic security requirements to those of traditional 

telephony, and in addition some special characteristics of the Internet will impose additional needs for security that 

must be met in order to say a VoIP call offers the same level of security than its predecessors in circuit-switched 

networks. A generalized VoIP system consists of the following key elements: 

 

• the participants to a call (the caller and the callee in case of a two-person call); 

• terminal devices (e.g. IP telephones, PCs) which are used to initiate and receive calls; 

• gateways and servers which refer to all kinds of intermediate devices that are needed during a phone 

call; and 

• communications media, i.e. data links connecting gateways and terminal devices together, hence 

forming an end-to-end communications path for VoIP packets to travel. These data links can be either 

based on wires (copper, fibre), or they can be wireless when radio waves are used. 

 

Figure 2, Simplified VoIP System 
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VoIP traffic, i.e. VoIP packets, can be classified into call signalling, call control, and media communications. 

Depending on the VoIP protocol and policies used, these communications may use either one channel or many 

different channels. Channels are TCP/UDP connections between two network elements. TCP ports differentiate 

channels originating from or destined to a single network element from each other, and the network address, IP 

address, is usually the same. On security point of view, all communications need to be secured, i.e. authenticated 

and encrypted. 

 

                     Figure 3, Classification of Distinct Information Streams Needed in VoIP 

2.2.       Basic Threats to Traditional Telephony 

 A phone call generates two types of information which should be kept as confidential and therefore maintain the 

privacy of both callers and callees. Information is exchanged during a phone call by speaking, spoken information. 

Service provider must collect statistical information for accounting and billing purposes. Next we will have a look at 

some threats that might happen: 

� Phone disturbance, Disturbance of someone’s life by giving him or her unwanted phone calls possibly at 

unpleasant times and frequently; 

� calling free of charge by using someone else’s phone number, Hacking the signalling system so that it 

enables to make phone calls by using some other person’s identity and with his expense; 

� Masquerading of either caller or callee, Tom’s intention is call to his overseas business friend, Mark. 

Mark is not present but Bob, who is, hears the ringing of Mark’s mobile phone, picks it up and answers to 

it: “Mark speaking.” Tom does not have easy ways for ensuring whether the guy who picked up the phone 

really is the one who he is claiming to be or not; and 

� Availability attacks, Access from and to phone devices or services are restrained by misusing signalling 

system, or cutting simply wires. 

Above mentioned attacks are real and can happen in real life in traditional telephony. Why people using traditional 

telephony have been, and still are ready to accept this? 

2.3. Security Characteristics of VoIP vs. Traditional Telephony 

1. In VoIP, given that packets are not encrypted, all that an attacker needs is to pick up appropriate packets with a 

packet sniffer. This packet sniffer can be a general-purpose computer attached, for example, to corporate’s local area 

network. In traditional telephony, mobile telephony excluded, attacker instead needs to have special device, which 

further needs to be physically connected to a wire, which is used during a call. 

MEDIA 

CALL CONTROL 

SIGNALLING 
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2.  Imagine a LAN, which is used for VoIP in a manner that people use either IP telephones, (that are connected to 

LAN) or their voice-equipped PC’s (that, of course, are also connected to LAN) to initiate and receive phone calls. 

Let’s say that the total amount of terminal devices in this LAN is about 100. From the point of view of a single 

terminal device, the remaining 99 could, at worst, be potential packet sniffers very difficult to trace, because they are 

supposed to be there and connected to LAN. 

3. Internet is widely considered as insecure. Circuit-switched networks are not fully secure but people don’t worry 

too much about that. 

3.  Functional Security Requirements 

1. Information exchanged among the participants of a call should be kept confidential, and access to such 

information should be impossible to any third party. Motivation for this clause is easy to see: without 

confidentiality, third parties may misuse the information which they were able to eavesdrop during a 

conversation. 

2. Only service provider should have access to statistical information and such information should be 

safeguarded against attacks from third parties. 

3.1.       Technical Security Requirements 

Security requirements, which should be met and fully supported by any VoIP protocol to be considered as, secure, 

are summarized in the list below: 

1. All connections between network elements should be encrypted; 

2. The endpoints of all connections should always be authenticated in two-ways to prevent man-in-the middle 

attacks; 

3. End-to-end user authentication should be provided at terminal devices; and 

4. Both clients and servers should be protected against Denial of Service type of attacks. 

The list could be continued with many other detailed requirements but the above list provides sufficient 

requirements for the analysis of security constraints in the next section. 

 

4. Proposed Architecture 

 
We present a new architecture for VoIP communication which consists of a symmetric key [12] encryption scheme, 

distribution technique for the key and an architectural design of the network. The encryption scheme will be used to 

encrypt the entire SIP Message packet except for the “TO” field in the header, the key distribution scheme [9] helps 

transmit the symmetric key securely which will be used as a session key for later on message exchange. The new 

proposed architecture helps us to achieve an end to end encryption thus overcoming the draw backs of today’s hop-

by-hop way of encryption in VoIP. 

 

4.1 Encryption Scheme 

 

The encryption scheme proposed is a symmetric key block cipher technique. It is based on festal cipher technique 

and derives its base from TEA. 
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                                                Plain text 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Cipher text 

                                      Figure 4: Encryption Scheme 

The input text is of 128 bit. 128 bit key is vulnerable to brute force attacks and hence comparatively weak, hence we 

use a256 bit key for the encryption. The pain text of 128 bit is divided into blocks of two, each of 64 bit viz. left and 

right. The right block undergoes transformation based on shift operations, XOR and modulo addition operation 

however the new intermediate left and right blocks are then interchanged and the round repeats. These 2 rounds 

make 1cycle of encryption and we will make use of 8 such cycle to achieve the properties of encryption. The shift 

operation same use of both left and right shift and the number of shifts is dependent on the key. The plaintext of 128 

bit gets split into half viz. left and right. The left block of plain text is then sent to Shift registers viz. left and right. 

The left shift register performs a left circular shift on the data depending on the first bit of the sub-key K1 and 

similarly the right circular shift using first bit of sub-key K2. The output of shift registers is then XO Red with the 

respective sub-key K1 and K2. On the outputs we perform a modulus addition to keep the data within specific range 

of ASCII value. Finally the output of addition is again XO Red with 64 bit right data. The left and right intermediate 

outputs are then exchanged and same process is repeated. 8 such cycles helps to achieve complete diffusion of 

plaintext. 

 

4.2 Key Exchange 

The Key for the encryption is generated at the side who wants to initiate a connection. The key will is 256 bit and 

will be used as a session key for further communication through out the session. 

 

  K1 K1 

 K8 K8 

   

                     Figure 5: Key exchange 

The 256 bit key is divided into blocks of 32 bits. Every block is the routed through the internet cloud and it is 

suggested that all the 8 blocks of key be routed through different routes [9].This decreases the probability of a key 

being compromised. 

 

4.3 The new Architecture 

Our new architecture is based on DNS approach [10] and partly takes into account triangular routing. We make use 

of two types of DNS in our approach 

  

• Home DNS: This DNS belongs to the home network where the SIP client is first registered. 

• Foreign DNS: This refers to DNS which represent the networks other than the respective home network of 

the client. 

Round 1 

Round 2 

Round 3 

       Round 8 

 

 

 

Key 

Generator 

UA 1 UA 2 
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Communication takes place by IP resolution first and then encrypting the entire session packet using our proposed 

encryption algorithm. Thus the user which want to communicates resolves the IP address of the called using its 

home DNS. The IP is globally unique IP and thus the session packet is formed using this IP.All the packet contents 

are encrypted using the above encryption algorithm except the “To” field. The packet is then sent via the internet 

cloud to reach its destination and the routing is handled by the intermediate routers. The called on receiving the 

packet decrypts the packet using the symmetric key shared. We make use of statistical data and our approach is 

based certain assumed facts like caller and called having a VOIP call mostly know each other like friends, 

colleagues etc thus the called has to be present in the address book of caller. Now suppose the called moves into 

another network, in this case the called attaches itself to the new network and it then sends the IP update to its 

respective Home DNS and the DNS of other network on which it has contacts on, this ensures we generate less no. 

Of over head as only limited DNS will be updated which called frequently connects to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: New Architecture 

Thus any known contact of called wants to communicate then it will get the IP address from its DNS which has been 

updated. However if someone not in contact book of called want to call then the session will be routed through the 

home DNS that is nothing but triangular routing, thus the request will be sent to the home DNS the home DNS will 

find the new location of its called and forward the address to the caller after which the session will be established. In 

this way we are reducing the network overheads using statistical multiplexing and updating a limited number of 

DNS. The DNS which are updated have the high probability of contact with the Called. Another Scenario to be 

taken into account is if the caller moves into the new network then we have two options one it keeps its Home DNS 

as its DNS and uses its home DNS to resolve the IP of the contact it wishes to contact or secondly it can move 

entries pertaining to its contact from its home DNS to the new DNS where it has moved in. One of the options can 

be used depending on the factor like if network being moved to is geographical far away , time for which the caller 

has shifted into the network. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 
In this paper we have discussed the weakness of the existing VoIP infrastructure, various vulnerabilities were found 

out which lead to attacks and hence compromised the security in communication. A new architecture was proposed 

along with encryption method VoIP taking into account the real time nature of data. The new architecture was 

designed along with encryption to offer an end to end security in VOIP communication, thus preventing hackers 

from intercepting VOIP sessions. The proposed technique mitigates many VOIP attacks without introducing much 

delay or overheads in communication. The architecture is being implemented and tested in windows environment 

and needs to be evaluated further and finely tuned to create a safer real world VoIP environment. 
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